
EECS 442 Discussion 4
Intro to Machine Learning



Discussion Agenda

● L2 Distance
● k-NN
● Train/Test Split
● Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG)
● Linear Classification
● Loss Functions

○ Softmax
● Gradient Descent

○ Batch Gradient Descent
○ Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)







L2 Distance

 Hint for broadcasting: ||x - y||^2 = ||x||^2 + ||y||^2 - 2x^T y     



k-NN

● For each point x
● Find the k points with the shortest L2 distance from x
● Those k points are called the k-Nearest Neighbors to the point x





Choosing k

● Machine learning: generalize in the wild by training on a dataset 
that is representative of the samples to which we want to apply our 
system

● How do we get a measure of how good our system will be?
○ Calculate its accuracy on a “test set” which is done only once at the end of 

training
● How do we tune our hyperparameters (like k) then?



Train/Test Split



Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG)

● Uniquely describe the features of images
● Edge and gradient based descriptors

1. Compute the orientations of the gradients
2. Create a histogram of edge orientation, with votes weighted by the gradient 

magnitudes
3. Perform block normalization across the histogram

N. Dalal and B. Triggs.  Histograms of oriented gradients for human detection.



HOG Classification Workflow
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N. Dalal and B. Triggs.  Histograms of oriented gradients for human detection.



Computing Orientations of the Image Gradients

● Compute gradients of an image along the horizontal and vertical directions
○ Convolve with dx = [1 -1] and dy = [1 -1]T from ps1
○ or convolve with a Sobel filter

● Compute magnitude of each gradient
○ magnitude = sqrt(Gx^2 + Gy^2)

● Compute orientation/angle of each gradient
○ orientation = tan-1(Gy, Gx)
○ Convert angles to degrees in range [0, 180 deg]

■ Why [0, 180 deg] instead of [0, 360 deg]?



Create Histogram from Orientations and Magnitudes

● Iterate through each pixel in every cell
● Calculate vote for a bin based on the orientation of the gradient element 

centred on it (with linear interpolation) vote = magnitude * weight
● Weight vote based on magnitude and place into bins

Histogram of Oriented Gradients (and car logo recognition) – PyImageSearch
N. Dalal and B. Triggs.  Histograms of oriented gradients for human detection.

https://customers.pyimagesearch.com/lesson-sample-histogram-of-oriented-gradients-and-car-logo-recognition/


Linear Interpolation
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Bin Index
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● Weigh a magnitude by how far away it is from the center of a bin
● weight = dist_from_bin_center / step_size

i.e. weight for 20 degrees (between bin 0 and 1)

lower_bin_index = floor(angle / step_size - 0.5) = 0

weight for bin 0: (angle - (lower_index + 0.5) * step_size ) / step_size = 0.5

weight for bin 1: ((lower_index + 1.5) * step_size - angle) / step_size = 0.5



More Examples of Linear Interpolation
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Weight for 30 degrees (exactly at center of bin 1)

lower_bin_index = floor(angle / step_size - 0.5) = 1

weight for bin 1: (angle - (lower_index + 0.5) * step_size ) / step_size = 0 

weight for bin 2: ((lower_index + 1.5) * step_size - angle) / step_size = 1
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More Examples of Linear Interpolation
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Weight for 45 degrees (between bins 1 and 2)

lower_bin_index = floor(angle / step_size - 0.5) = 1

weight for bin 1: (angle - (lower_index + 0.5) * step_size ) / step_size = 0.75 

weight for bin 2: ((lower_index + 1.5) * step_size - angle) / step_size = 0.25
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Block Normalization

● Each block consists of nxn cells
● Divide everything in a block by the square root of the sum of the squares

○ Plus an epsilon term to avoid division by zero
● Keep regions of image at the same intensity/brightness

N. Dalal and B. Triggs.  Histograms of oriented gradients for human detection.



Linear classifiers

10 possible classes in totalFlatten image

img = img.reshape(img.shape[0], -1)



Linear classifiers



Bias Trick



Linear classifier boundary



Loss Function

Computes how much prediction from current model deviates from target



Softmax loss / Multinomial logistic loss
S: score, y: one of the labels



Softmax loss properties



Gradient Descent

● Want to optimize some objective function J



Gradient Descent



Gradient Descent



Batch Gradient Descent



Stochastic Gradient Descent

● Sample a point instead of looping over all training examples

where B is a minibatch: a random subset of examples


